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INTRODUCTION

For the past several years, enthusiastic and ambitious projections have been made for the rapid growth of
the Internet-of-Things (IoT) ecosystem. Intel, for instance, has predicted that by the year 2020, the number
of connected IoT devices will grow to around 200 billion worldwide, which is more than 20 devices for every
person [6]. However, in domestic and personal sectors, this number seems to be far from reality. In fact, over
70% of currently deployed IoT devices are in business, manufacturing, and healthcare sectors, and domestic
and personal IoT devices seem to be concentrated only in the hands of enthusiastic early adopters, but not the
general public. One of the main hindrances to the adoption of IoT in such sectors is the long-standing tension
between security and usability. Usability is a key aspect of security mechanisms for domestic and personal IoT
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systems that are deployed and maintained by non-professional users, as opposed to business, manufacturing, and
healthcare sectors where teams of professional staff are hired to deploy and maintain large-scale IoT systems.
In particular, one of the paramount concerns that have continued to vex researchers is the question of how to
quickly, securely, and effortlessly establish a common security key between a newly introduced device and an
existing network and to subsequently manage the established connection securely.
Unfortunately, realizing secure and usable key generation is particularly challenging for domestic and personal
IoT systems because most low-cost IoT devices delegate the user interface to web- or mobile-based apps rather than
using their own on-board interfaces, mainly due to form factor or cost constraints [9]. They usually require the
use of a third device, most commonly the user’s mobile device, to configure devices and establish a secure network.
In addition, the web- or mobile-based user interfaces tend to be siloed by the manufacturers—Nest thermostats,
for instance, do not just plug-and-play with Apple HomeKit. Ultimately, the user must be knowledgeable and
determined to install, manage, and use a comprehensive set of IoT devices. Given this tension between security and
usability, some IoT device manufacturers inadvertently have chosen usability and miserably failed in providing
even a minimum level of security. For instance, it was reported a few years ago that 73,000 private unsecured smart
cameras, including 11,000 in the U.S. alone, were being streamed on the Internet because it was not mandated to
change the default password [10]. Despite the federal government’s consumer advisory [12], more than 15,000
private smart cameras are still unknowingly being streamed. Unfortunately, changing the default password
does not adequately address this concern. Studies have shown that users often choose weak passwords or reuse
passwords for different purposes [8]. In current IoT systems, once a common password is leaked, all devices using
the same password must undergo tedious and error-prone password update procedures. As the number of IoT
devices that each user has to manage increases, combined with their heterogeneous and distributed nature, the
conventional security mechanisms will fail to provide both security and usability.
Context-based pairing and authentication is a promising solution to this challenge. It exploits spatiotemporal
randomness in the ambient environment (e.g., audio, luminosity, or received signal strength indicator), often
called contextual information [9]. Devices that use context-based security take advantage of the fact that the
common contextual information is shared only by a limited group of closely located devices. The presence of
common contextual information is evidence that the devices are located in the same place at the same time,
which implies that they legitimately belong to the same user. The keys generated from contextual information
can, therefore, be used to establish initial trust (as a pairing key) and to protect subsequent communication (as
a cryptographic key). This eliminates the need for human involvement for making, entering, and managing a
secret key, which improves the overall usability of IoT systems dramatically. In addition, the time-varying nature
of contextual information also allows devices to use a new key for each pairing attempt or periodically update
the cryptographic key, significantly reducing the attack window.
In this work, we introduce a key generation method named VoltKey, which can be used to realize zeroinvolvement context-based pairing and authentication. It leverages the plug-in power source of devices to extract
a shared secret from the dynamic characteristics of electrical noise present on the power line infrastructure.
More specifically, VoltKey takes advantage of the fact that devices that are powered by nearby electrical
outlets, or those are within the same authenticated electrical domain, observe similar noise fingerprints caused
by the nearby electrical environment which is temporally and spatially unique. VoltKey can be embedded in
standard USB power supplies that are pervasively used in personal and domestic IoT devices or embedded in
the IoT devices themselves. Because it exploits standard power line infrastructure that is ubiquitously available
virtually everywhere domestic and personal IoT devices are used, VoltKey does not require additional support
infrastructure for installation. Using VoltKey, devices that wish to associate with one another can simply be
plugged into an existing power outlet to automatically generate (and periodically regenerate) a unique key and
associate themselves with no involvement from the user.
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There are two key challenges that must be addressed in order to realize practical power line-based zeroinvolvement pairing and authentication. First, generated keys should be random and unpredictable. The most
dominant signal in the power line is the deterministic sinusoidal wave with a frequency of 60 or 50 Hz. Moreover,
each electronic device generates a unique and consistent noise pattern that is distinct enough to be used for
identifying one from each other [23]. Therefore, the key generation method should be capable of producing
random bit sequences in the presence of strong predictable signals. Second, it should impose minimal hardware
and software overheads. Low-cost IoT devices cannot afford to embed an expensive high-precision measurement
circuit. Inexpensive measurement circuits are more prone to process and temperature variability, which leads to
significant inconsistency between different devices’ measurement results. Therefore, the key generation method
should be able to mitigate the hardware limitations with a minimal software effort without compromising security.
VoltKey successfully addresses these challenges by novel key generation and device synchronization techniques
achieved with a low-cost hardware design.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We introduce a technique to extract randomness from power line noise measurements and convert it to
random bit sequences that enable secure pairing and authentication without user involvement.
• We propose a protocol as well as a suite of techniques for establishing time and sampling rate matching
among pairs of IoT devices that attempt to pair or authenticate with each another.
• We implement a low-cost hardware prototype of VoltKey and evaluate it in a variety of environments:
office, home, and lab settings. We demonstrate that devices can reliably authenticate each other within
the same authenticated electrical domain for all environments and reject potentially adversarial devices
outside of the domain.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the principles behind electrical noise
and the underlying assumptions of VoltKey. Next, Section 3 describes the VoltKey’s overall key generation
protocol including synchronization and key extraction methods. In Section 4, we implement and evaluate the
hardware prototype of VoltKey. Followed by a discussion in Section 5 and a survey of related prior work in
Section 6, we conclude this paper in Section 7.

2

BACKGROUND

In this section, we describe the characteristics of the power line noise that VoltKey uses as a source of randomness
for key generation. Next, we describe the system model and the threat model for VoltKey .

2.1

Power Line Noise

VoltKey generates secret keys by harvesting randomness from the power line. The important characteristics of
the power line noise that VoltKey exploits are that (1) it encodes enough randomness to generate authentication
keys and (2) the noise is the same in a small set of nearby rooms but different in electrically distant locations.
The first, caused by nonlinear circuit elements drawing power from the power line, produces baseband impulsive
noise in transient or continuous form [4, 14, 23]. Transient noise results from switching activity of electrical
devices as it power cycles from off to an on state or vice versa and typically lasts for up to few milliseconds. On
the other hand, continuous noise is constantly produced by operating devices that utilizes motor (i.e, fans and
hair dryers) or silicon controlled rectifiers for duration that the device is operating. Generally, these nonlinear
elements inject noise at a harmonic of the fundamental frequency of either 50 or 60 Hz. Therefore, conducted
electrical noise is periodic and tends to encode relatively little randomness, and thus it is not a proper source of
randomness to extract long random bit sequences.
The second effect,caused by electromagnetic radiation from nearby devices,is known to generate electromagnetic noise signals that are weak and noisy compared to sinusoidal AC voltage [16]. This noise present on the
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Fig. 1. (a) Measurement of voltage signal on two colocated outlets using a USB DAQ at a sampling rate of 10 kSPS. Single
period of 60 Hz signal (b) when the heat gun is off and (c) when it is on.

power bus is generated by electromagnetic interference (EMI) both from nearby and distant radiant sources.
Power lines—long stretches of conductive copper—are excellent antennas that can be excited by a broad range of
radio frequencies [5]. Electromagnetic noise from nearby radiation sources is dense with randomness, and it is
strongly dependent on number and type of surrounding electrical devices as well as the specific geometry of
the power wires in the walls [16]. Unlike conducted impulsive noise, this noise is not periodic. Therefore, it is
perfectly suited for key generation purposes because it is temporally and spatially unique, difficult to fake, and it
generally requires physical access to measure.
To verify the characteristics of electrical noise generated from nearby sources, we measure the voltage signals
on two colocated outlets and power cycle a heat gun from electrical outlet located 1 m away from the measuring
point. Figure 1 illustrates two measured voltage signals using the National Instruments USB-6003, a multi-channel
USB data acquisition (DAQ) device with a 16-bit resolution at a sampling rate of 10 k samples per second
(SPS). We used an analog notch filter to attenuate the 60 Hz fundamental frquency, but non-idealities in the
analog components, such as series resistance in the capacitors, cause the 60 Hz component to not be completely
eliminated. In Fig. 1(a), noise signal that is superimposed from surrounding active power supplies from computers,
LED light bulbs, etc, shows close correlation between two colocated power outlets with root mean squared error
(RMSE) of 0.03 V. As nearby heat gun switches on at 48 ms, the noise spectrum changes. The single period of
60 Hz signal when the heat gun is off and on is illustrated in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) respectively. As heat gun is
turned on, the period show significant difference in peak amplitude with RMSE of 0.11 V compared to the period
without the heat gun’s noise component. The structure of power line noise harmonics is local and time variable.
Depending on the way a building is wired, the power line noise structure may vary considerably.

2.2

System and Threat Models

We assume a scenario where a number of IoT devices are colocated in their owner’s home, as shown in Fig. 2. In
each home, all wall outlets are connected to the same load center (or circuit breakers) that defines an electrical
domain. Each home has a WiFi access point, and its coverage can reach neighboring homes. Stationary devices,
such as WiFi access points, smart thermostats, and smart light bulbs, are constantly powered by a power supply,
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Fig. 2. System and threat models of VoltKey. A number of IoT devices are installed in each home. WiFi range of each home
can reach a neighboring home, potentially the adversary’s.

such an AC/DC adapter or a USB charger. Mobile devices, such smartphones and smart watches, are intermittently
connected to a power supply during initial configuration and battery charging. We do not assume any strong
timing properties—devices are not synchronized, and sampling rate and phase may vary among devices. In this
scenario, an IoT device that has no prior trust with the wireless access point tries to establish trust and join the
secure WiFi network using a symmetric cryptographic key, and the cryptographic key needs to be periodically
updated. VoltKey is not limit to a specific power line voltage or frequency, but we assume 120 V and 60 Hz
throughout this paper.
Our adversary is the owner of an IoT device located outside of the legitimate user’s home, potentially in a
neighboring home. The user and the adversary are within the range of each other’s WiFi coverage. What is
this??????The adversary’s device can be a benign device that is accidentally trying to pair or authenticate with
devices in the user’s home within its WiFi range, or it can be a malicious device that is intentionally trying
to do the same. The adversarial device can intercept unencrypted packets within its WiFi range and listen to
public discussion. Also, we assume the adversary has physical access only to an adjacent electrical domain (e.g.,
neighboring home), but not to the user’s electrical domain. The adversary does not have the ability to install
a rogue device in the user’s electrical domain and leave it there without the user’s knowledge. Under normal
circumstances, such a device would be immediately noticed by the user, unless it were hidden (e.g., inside a circuit
breaker panel), which would require a tremendous effort. In addition, we assume that the adversary knows the
daily usage of dominant electrical loads that are active during a specific time of the day.

3

VOLTKEY DESIGN

In this section, we describe comprehensive design of VoltKey including its design of hardware prototype and
details of overall communication protocol.

3.1
3.2

VoltKey Hardware Design
VoltKey Hardware Design

We design VoltKey as a modular addition to standard USB power supplies shipped with IoT devices. In addition to
supplying power, the VoltKey module also generates keys from random noise on the power line and transmits the
keys over a wired interface to the device, and the device use them for pairing and authentication. VoltKey consists
of two main components: (1) the analog input circuitry for filtering and amplifying power line noise and
Proc. ACM Interact. Mob. Wearable Ubiquitous Technol., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: July 2019.
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(2) microcontroller unit (MCU), including an analog-to-digital converter (ADC), for measuring the noise and
extracting a key.
Analog front-end. The analog front-end, illustrated in Figure 4, consist of an isolation transformer, a twin-t
notch filter, and a differential amplifier. The transformer steps the 120 V AC power signal down to a lower voltage
and isolates the VoltKey circuitry from the power line. Our prototype uses a split-core transformer with two
secondary coils: one to generate power for our circuitry and the host and another to measure noise. We do not
want to measure noise on the same transformer tap that we use to generate power because noise from VoltKey ’s
digital components may corrupt the power line noise measurement. The twin-T notch filter attenuates the 60 Hz
fundamental frequency component from the voltage waveform, and the diodes clip the filtered analog voltage
waveform between 0-3.3V to avoid damaging the op amp. Fig. 3 shows the frequency response of the filter. The
60-Hz component is an unwanted signal in the context of VoltKey, and attenuating it improves the signal to
noise ratio (SNR). Randomness that we want to extract from the voltage waveform is mostly in the high frequency
components, above roughly a few kilohertz. The 60 Hz component and its harmonics carry a deterministic signal
that repeats almost identically from period to period. The characteristics of the filter affect the signal sampled by
the MCU and thus ultimately the key it generates. Therefore, in order for VoltKey devices to generate the same
key, they must share the same filter design with the same frequency response. Also, the amplitude of the noise
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varies considerably depending on active electrical loads. When the signal amplitude is too small compared to the
ADC dynamic range, we may get a poor measurement results due to large quantization error; if it is too big, the
peaks of the noise will be clipped by the diodes and lost. To deal with this problem, we build a adjustable gain
amplifier to allow software to dynamically adapt to changing noise conditions, adjusting the gain accordingly.
The adjustable gain amplifier is built from a standard configuration of an noninverting op amp circuit with
BJTs in the feedback loop between the inverting input and VGND. The GAINSELx signals are connected to the
microcontroller’s GPIO lines via a bias resistor, allowing software to modify the amplifier’s gain.
MCU and ADC. VoltKey uses a low-cost MCU to measure and process the voltage signal on the power outlet.
Our hardware prototype is equipped with the Microchip’s ATSAMD51, a 32-bit ARM-Cortex M4 [11], running
at 120 MHz with an on-chip ADC capable of sampling rate of up to 1 MSPS at a 12-bit resolution. The MCU
also has a USB device functionality which we use to send computed keys to the host over a virtual COM port
(serial) interface. The CPU we chose is considerably more powerful than necessary—VoltKey ’s application uses
very little memory and can run on a low-power processor. The ADC on our MCU can handle input voltages in
the range of 0–1.8 V. Since the input signal to the analog front-end is a sinusoid centered around 0 V, an offset
voltage is applied. We use an op amp to generate a virtual ground of 0.7 V, and the output of the twin-T notch
filter is referenced to the virtual ground. We also protect the ADC with a Zener and a Silicon diodes to prevent
the output signal from rising above 1.8 V or falling below 0 V due to a surge.

3.3

Key Establishment Protocol Overview

The overall key establishment protocol to bootstrap a full-duplex communication channel between two devices
(A and B) consists of the following steps (illustrated in Fig. 5). Solid lines depict plaintext messages exchanged
through a public channel, whereas dotted lines represent encrypted messages. This protocol is designed to address
the aforementioned challenges—extracting common random keys while compensating for variabilities. It allows
two devices to gather time-synchronized samples of the voltage waveform from the power line and ensure
minimal information leakage so that an eavesdropper cannot derive the final key from the information revealed
Proc. ACM Interact. Mob. Wearable Ubiquitous Technol., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: July 2019.
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on the public channel. More specifically, the protocol consists of the following steps. (Numbers corresponds to
Fig. 5.)
(1) Measurement: Device B (e.g., an IoT device) contacts Device A (e.g., a WiFi access point) to initiate independent power line noise measurement. Let S A and S B be the measurement results of A and B, respectively.
Note that the sampling clock (time and rate) can vary between A and B.
(2) Sampling rate estimation: Each device independently go through the sampling rate estimation procedure
based on S A or S B . Let c A and c B be the estimated sampling rate of A and B. (Section 3.4)
(3) Sampling rate matching: Device B performs sampling rate matching based on c A and c B to align the sampling
rate (in samples per 60 Hz period) of S A and S B . (Section 3.4)
(4) Time synchronization: Device B synchronizes its measurement time to that of A, using S A,0 , a short snippet
of S A received from A. (Section 3.5)
(5) Bit sequence extraction: Both A and B independently execute the bit sequence extraction procedure based
on the timestamp T provided by A. (Section 3.6)
(6) Reconciliation: Differences in the extracted bit sequences are corrected by B with publicly exchanged data
R through key reconciliation stage (Section 3.6).
If this process is successful, both devices A and B have identical keys that can be used for authentication and
encryption. To periodically update the cryptographic key, this protocol is repeated periodically. Note that we
assume that Steps (3), (4), and (6) are performed by B as an example, they can be performed by A instead. The
rest of this section describes the detailed procedure of each step.
Terminology. From here forward, we will refer to the random bits extracted from the voltage waveform as a bit
sequence before reconciliation. After reconciliation completes successfully, both devices will share an identical
key. The difference is that the bit sequence may have a few bit errors between the devices, but the reconciled
keys will be identical.

3.4

Estimation and Matching of Sampling Rates

VoltKey uses an ADC on each device to sample and process the noise signal measured from the power line. Since
each device samples the signals (S A and S B ) independently, the sampling rate of the ADC on both devices must
be identical before timing synchronization can take place. However, commercial low-cost MCUs in IoT devices
often suffer from timing variability, and, moreover, the variability is time-varying. For example, the internal
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ultra low-power oscillator frequency of the MCU in our prototype, ATSAMD51, can vary up to ±2% even at a
constant room temperature [11]. Extreme temperature variation can cause more severe frequency variability
ranging from −17% to +15%. Our measurement shows about 0.5–1% of frequency variability among only five
different prototype boards.
In the VoltKey system, each device independently derives the exact rate at which their measured signal is
sampled, using the periodicity of the 60 Hz sinusoidal voltage waveform from the power line as a common time
base. Devices that wish to establish a key first agree on an approximate sampling frequency r , in the range of tens
to hundreds of kilohertz. Each device samples several periods of the 60 Hz voltage waveform at its approximate
sampling rate. Then, the measured signal Su is uniformly sliced into sequences of length c from the starting
point, where c is the samples per period (SPP), i.e., SPS of the ADC divided by 60. Among these sequences, the
first sequence of the slice is referred to as a preamble period. Ideally, due to the 60 Hz sinusoidal nature of the
power line, the index-wise average value of the equally sliced signal should exhibit high correlation compared to
the preamble period if c is the exact SPP. Therefore, each device sweeps the value of c near r /60 in a iterative
manner to find the accurate SPP that exhibits the highest correlation between index-wise averaged slices and the
preamble period. Fig. 6 illustrates an example of comparisons between a preamble period and the mean of 20
subsequent periods for c = 1416, 1419, and 1422. Clearly, among three averaged slices, the correlation with the
preamble is highest when the length of the slices is equivalent to c = 1419. Once this procedure is executed on
both devices, c A and c B is exchanged with each other. After the exchange, each device resamples its measured
signal Su by a common SPP cl , typically the lower of c A and c B .

3.5

Time Synchronization

After the sampling rate matching, both devices now have an equivalent SPP. However, two signal S A and S B exhibit
the lack of temporal alignment by offset of d samples caused by the network latency during the transmission of
the initiation message. That is, Devices A and B cannot start measurement at the exactly same time. For example,
on a WiFi network, a long latency up to few milliseconds is common, which is significant considering the length
of one period, 16.7 ms. Existing solutions to establish accurate time synchronization such as GPS and atomic
clocks are not feasible for low-cost IoT.
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VotlKey achieves low-cost high-precision time synchronization by exploiting the simultaneous measurement
between two devices. First, Device A sends its preamble period which has a length of cl samples to B. Once
B receives A’s preamble period, it uses a sliding window on S B to find the offset d that produces the highest
correlation. To keep the leakage information minimal, the preamble period is solely utilized for time synchronization and not used for bit sequence extraction stage because this information is assumed to be eavesdropped
by an adversary. Thus, both devices discard the samples up the end of the preamble period. Fig. 7 illustrates
the synchronization process between two devices. After dropping the first d samples, S A and S B are accurately
aligned with a common time base, so they can be sliced into synchronized periods S A,p and S B,p , where p is the
period number (p = 0, 1, 2, . . . , nb ).

3.6

Bit Sequence Extraction and Key Reconciliation

VoltKey exploits temporal randomness in the amplitude of Su to obtain a random bit sequence. The dominant
signal in Su is a 60-Hz sinusoid plus its harmonics. This periodic waveform does not fluctuate with much
randomness, so our goal is to remove the 60-Hz periodic portion of the signal before extracting entropy. We
define noise period, Nu,p , as the noise component that resides in each period. It is the period-to-period random
variation, which is the index-wise subtraction result of two consecutive periods:
Nu,p = Su,p − Su,p+1 for p = 1, 2, . . . , np .

(1)

We do not use the preamble period, Su,0 , since it is already publicly broadcasted during time synchronization. In
order to extract multiple bits, each noise period is equally sliced into nb bins, where each bin contains ⌊cl /B⌋
samples. First, Device A searches for the index of the sample with the maximum absolute value among all samples
in each bin for every period, which is denoted by Tp,b , where b = 1, 2, . . . , nb is the bin number. Then, a sequence
of the indices, T , is shared with B through a public channel. With the common index sequence T from A, both
devices can extract the same bit sequences by observing the value of the noise, Nu,p (Tp,b ), at each index Tp,b . If
Nu,p (Tp,b ) is greater than the mean of the noise period, a bit 1 is extracted from the b-th bin of the p-th period;
otherwise, a bit 0. That is, for p = 1, 2, . . . , np and b = 1, 2, . . . , nb , the bit Ku,p,b is defined as:
(
1 if Nu,p (Tp,b ) ≥ mean(Nu,p )
Ku,p,b =
(2)
0 if Nu,p (Tp,b ) < mean(Nu,p ).
Fig. 8 illustrates an example of VoltKey ’s bit sequence extraction process. Thanks to the sampling rate calculation
and synchronization procedure, two independently obtained noise periods from two devices exhibit a high
correlation. The sequence of noise period is equivalently segmented into 7 bins (i.e., nb = 7). The index of the
maximum absolute value within each bin, T = (Tp,1 ,Tp,2 , . . . ,Tp,7 ), is transferred to Device B. In Device B, if the
value at these indices exceeds the mean of the noise period, the bit translates to a bit 1 (b = 1, 2, 5, and 7); if the
value is less than the mean, the bit translates to a bit 0 (b = 3, 4, and 6). Even if the eavesdropper obtains Tp,b ,
without the noise periods from the power-line he/she cannot properly obtain or predict the bit sequence K. This
bit extraction scheme is comparable to the list-encoding scheme used in [18]. However, we extract the highest
amplitude instead of finding the relative minima and maxima, which is prone to signal misalignment. Even if the
synchronization is not perfect between two devices, our technique reduces bit-wise error in the bit sequence.
Our extraction protocol generates bit sequences that are nearly identical among nearby devices. But to serve
as encryption keys, the bit sequences must have a 100% bit agreement rate. Even a single bit difference between
two keys will result in encrypted messages that are undecypherable. Small differences in the voltage noise
pattern observed by two nearby VoltKey devices can result in occasional single-bit errors in the extracted bit
sequence that render the resulting key useless for the purpose of authentication or encryption. The propensity of
environmental noise to vary by location that enables context-based key generation also creates spurious errors
in extracted bit sequences. In order to use our extracted bit sequences for authentication or encryption, we must
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Fig. 8. Bit sequence extraction from the p-th noise period with nb = 7. The largest absolute value of each bin is converted to
a bit 1 if indexed value at Tp,b is greater than the mean of the noise period, a bit 0 otherwise.

resolve bit errors first. Key reconciliation is a suite of techniques that allows a pair of remote devices to establish
a common shared secret key through a public channel, starting from two similar bit sequences that may have a
small proportion of bit errors. We implement the quantization-based construction method presented in [18, 31].
Suppose we have two devices, A and B that want to establish a common n-bit key using VoltKey. Each device
begins by extracting a linear block of n-bit sequence (denoted K A and K B ) from the measured mains voltage
waveform. Both devices use a public set of codewords C, which consists of 2k n-bit sequences (with n > k), known
to all parties (even potential eavesdroppers). Let f (n) be a publicly available function that maps the extracted
n-bit sequence to an n-bit codeword in C in terms of the closest Hamming distance. First, Device A computes
Rn = K A ⊕ f (K A ). Rn is an n-bit sequence in which each bit encodes whether there is a difference between
the extracted bit sequence K A and its map in C. Then, Device A sends Rn to Device B. Then, Device B uses its
own n bit sequence, flips the bit differences using Rn and maps to the codeword, using function f (n). With a
obtained codeword, another bit flip operation is done with Rn , which will result in K A with high probability.
Even if the eavesdropper obtains the Cn , without the extracted bit sequence K A or K B , he cannot derive the key
because he does not know the n-bit codeword. Since there are only 2k possibilities of C, the resulting entropy
of n-bit sequence is worth of only k bits. For simplicity, we will use two different set of Hamming codes (i.e.,
(Hamming(3,1) and Hamming(7,4)) as a mapping function between n-bit and the k-bit codeword [29].
Key reconciliation presents a unique problem when applied to VoltKey and other context-based key generation
schemes. It is possible that a nearby imposter who does not have physical access to the authenticated electrical
domain could measure a voltage noise signal that is similar to the generating waveform but with a high bit error
rate. The imposter could exploit key reconciliation to correct all of the errors in its bit sequence and gain access
to the network. Alternatively, the imposter could just pick a random bit sequence and exploit key reconciliation
to transform it to the correct key. In order to avoid this exploit, we must limit the number of bit errors that are
allowed to be corrected by key reconciliation. In the reconciliation scheme we presented above, this can be tuned
by adjusting n and k, trading off security for reliability.

4

EVALUATION

In this section, we show that VoltKey reliably generates random keys in a variety of electrical environments. We
demonstrate that keys are single-use: they are unique in both place and time, so keys generated at one location at
a particular time cannot be reused at a later time or at a different location. We first discuss our experimental setup,
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Fig. 9. (a) 10-by-10 confusion matrix of average bit agreement rate between bit sequences generated by noise periods
obtained by Device A and B. (b) Distribution of bit agreement rate between diagonal and off-diagonal pairs of noise periods.
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evaluation metrics and verify the effectiveness of VoltKey deployed in various environments using different
parameters. Additionally, we show that the noise patterns observed by the malicious device with unauthenticated
power line measurement do not contain enough information to authenticate a key with trusted devices. Finally,
we evaluate VoltKey deployed under realistic scenarios in office and home with a single malicious device installed
in the next room.

4.1

Experimental Setup and Metrics

The voltage measurements of Su from the MCU’s ADC, programmed at 85.4 kSPS using an internal oscillator,
are stored on the onboard RAM and transferred to the PC via the MCU’s serial interface. We use the low-power
internal oscillator as main clock generating source not only because it is a common setup in low-cost IoT devices
but also in order to intentionally induce natural sampling rate variation between multiple devices. We simulate
bit sequence extraction and information exchange between devices using software written in Matlab. In order
to evaluate the bit agreement rate in the generated key pairs between two devices, we extract 128-bit long key
with nb = 6, 8 and 10 bins, from np = 22, 16 and 13 periods, respectively. Because paring and authentication by
comparing two generated keys is considered successful only when bit-wise error between two keys is zero after
the reconciliation process, we define pairing success rate to be a percentage of key pairs with bit agreement rate
of 100% out of all pairs of generated keys.

4.2

Bit Sequence Uniqueness

For VoltKey to be a reliable technique, it is important that two bit sequences generated by two different devices
belonging in same authenticated electrical domain exhibit high bit-wise agreement rate. More importantly,
temporally unique bit sequences should exhibit low bit agreement rate compared to other bit sequence generated
by different noise periods at different time. In order to investigate the uniqueness of bit sequences generated by
each noise period Nu,p , we set up two VoltKey devices, connected to two colocated outlets which are less than
10 cm apart, to periodically gather 10 consecutive noise periods (np =10) under regular daily office environment
with regular usage of various surrounding electronic loads such as PCs, light stands, microwaves and refrigerators.
In order to obtain uniform data throughout all day period, the data measurement process lasted three consecutive
days, resulting in total of 864 sets of Su,p from both Device A and B. As by the protocol, the starting index of each
Proc. ACM Interact. Mob. Wearable Ubiquitous Technol., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: July 2019.
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Fig. 10. (a) Bit agreement rate between all keys pairs generated within each hour over course of three consecutive days. (b)
CDF of historical and passive attack.

noise period is obtained from using agreed length of c samples and each noise period is set to generate 6-bit long
sequences (nb =6). The similarities of bit-sequences are presented as rate of matching bits between two resulting
sequences, or bit agreement rate between Devices A and B. Note that in this evaluation, key reconciliation is not
considered, and therefore bit agreement rates do not reach 100%.
Fig. 9(a) illustrates a 10-by-10 confusion matrix of average bit agreement rates between bit sequences generated
by Devices A and B for 10 periods. The diagonal elements represent bit agreement rates between coinciding
bit sequences (generated from the same periods), whereas the off-diagonal elements represent that between
non-coinciding bit sequences (generated from different periods). We can clearly see that the bit agreement
rates between coinciding bit sequences are consistently around 95%; on the other hand, the bit agreement rates
between non-coinciding bit sequences are close to 50%, which is almost just a random guess. Fig. 9(b) shows
the distribution of the bit agreement rates. The distance between the bit agreement rates of coinciding and
non-coinciding bit sequences is 37.4%. The result shows that each noise period and a bit sequence generated from
it are unique. It also demonstrates that we can accurately pinpoint the starting index of each noise period using
common sampling rate cl , thanks to the effective sampling rate matching procedure we proposed in Sections 3.4
and 3.5. It also contributes the strong security of VoltKey by allowing us to use each key only once. Even if
an attacker is able to measure the noise at one time instance, the key generated from the measured noise is not
stronger than a random guess from the very next moment.

4.3

Time-based Attack

An adversary might attempt to exploit that electrical load usage has a repeated pattern in order to generate a
key from a previously observed power line noise. This might lead to malicious attacker who gets the hold of a
single recently used key, trying to authenticate themselves at near time within same hour. We define this attack
scenario as near time attack. Since the attacker is equipped with directional antenna and is able to eavesdrop
plain-text packets during the initiation message, they are able to go through the reconciliation process with
single key that has been already used within same hour. In order to validate VoltKey’s robustness against near
time attack, we gather total of 864 keys (128-bit with nb =6), from a single device over the course of three days
and categorize the keys based on its extracted hour. This results in average of 36 keys within each hour category.
Afterwards, all possible key pairs are evaluated on their mean bit agreement rates after reconciliation stage as
shown in Fig. 10(a). Clearly, the agreement rate between keys generated within each hour category is consistently
achieving close to 50% agreement rate after reconciliation stage which is close to random guessing. The key
agreement rate distribution of the near time attack is shown on Fig. 10(b). As illustrated, the distribution of bit
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Fig. 11. (a) Bit agreement rate between all keys pairs generated with nearby inductive electrical loads. (b) CDF of dominant
noise attack using different loads.

agreement rate among all pairs within single hour time period exhibit binomial distribution centered at 50.0%.
The maximum agreement rate that attacker can achieve is 74.2%. Therefore, we can conclude malicious attacker
getting hold of any single key within corresponding hour cannot properly authenticate themselves near future
by re-using the previously used key.
Additionally, two keys gathered at the same time on different days should be different to prevent malicious
users from obtaining the key at one time and reusing the key later to authenticate themselves at the similar time
on a different day. We refer to this attack scenario as daily pattern attack. In order to simulate daily pattern attack,
we configured a single VoltKey device to extract a key every five minutes over the course of 2 consecutive days.
Then we used the first day’s key to authenticate itself against key gathered at exact same time (hour and minute)
on the second day. The resulting distribution of bit agreement rate of daily pattern attack is illustrated in Fig. 10(b).
Compared to distribution of near time attack, daily pattern attack shows slightly higher bit agreement rate
compared with legitimate key due to exact time of the day’s device usage does not change much from consecutive
days. With daily pattern attack, attacker achieved mean agreement rate of 51.3% with highest agreement rate of
75.0%, which demonstrates VoltKey’s robustness from an active adversary obtaining previously used keys. In
addition, even if the electrical usage pattern within the period (hour and day) is very similar, VoltKey harvests
different enough bit sequences from the voltage noise.

4.4

Robustness against Dominant Noise

Loads from motors and nonlinear circuit elements that are present on the nearby power circuit may be the source
of continuous dominant noise due to electro-mechanical switching from the motor brushes, rectification, etc. One
might wonder if VoltKey is robust enough to generate different keys while the same set of electrical appliances
is operating. This is an important question because we do not want a malicious agent to be able to generate keys
by creating artificial electrical noise for example by running the same appliances as in the target’s authenticated
electrical domain. This attack scenario is referred to as dominant noise attack.
First, to verify the differences in generated keys under same electrical environment, we set single VoltKey device to harvest 100 keys in the presence of four different types of high-wattage laboratory equipment operating
nearby: (temperature chamber, fan, desktop computer and smoke absorber). We compare the distribution of the
bit error rates for each. As illustrated in Fig. 11(a), the mean bit agreement rate between all key pairs generated
under same dominant electrical loads show mean value of 49.9%. In addition, all generated keys exhibit no overlap
among all possible pairs. To simulate a dominant noise attack, we set another VoltKey device to generate 100 sets
of keys with an identical nearby source of dominant noise at different times under different authenticated domains
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Fig. 12. (a) Experiment setup inside temperature chamber. (b) Success rate vs temperature. (c) CDF of temperature attacks.

(nearby room at least 10 m apart). We then attempt to authenticate the malicious device to the legitimate network.
The CDF of bit agreement rate of 10,000 key pairs are illustrated on Fig. 11(b) as well as power ratings for four
different appliances. Clearly, the CDF of resulting bit agreement rates for all four different dominant electrical
loads exhibits similar binomial distribution with mean of around 50.0% and highest of 70.3% bit agreement rate.
Malicious device was not effective in reproducing legitimate key. Additionally, dominant noise attack slightly
less mean bit agreement rate compared to two time-based attack on previous section. This is due to the fact that
even though the keys are obtained under single nearby dominant electrical loads, the general noise fingerprint of
each authenticated electrical domain differs due to many other factors (random electromagnetic interference,
geometry of power lines, etc).

4.5

Robustness against Temperature Variation

The frequency of MCU’s on-chip oscillator used to time sample acquisitions from the ADC, is temperaturedependent [22]. The ADC’s internal voltage reference output also depends on temperature. Because we are
using low-cost MCU with an internal oscillator, the temperature of the device can heavily affect the sampling
rate, possibly resulting in generated key to be irreconcilable. To understand the effectiveness of VoltKey under
different temperatures, we set multiple VoltKey devices inside the temperature chamber to attempt to authenticate
itself with an different devices. Two Devices, A and B, are set to draw power from the colocated outlet in same
authenticated electrical domain and a single malicious Device E is connected to the outlet two rooms away
which is separated with the distance of more than 30 m. Device E simulates a malicious device from the outside
of authenticated electrical domain attempting to authenticate itself with same the temperature as the trusted
devices under voltage readings from a nearby location within wireless range. This attack scenario is referred to
as passive attack. Note that unlike previous attack scenarios, the timestamp of the key extraction synchronizes
with the trusted devices. The experiment setup is illustrated in Fig. 12(a). Each device pair (A-B and A-E) attempts
to authenticate 100 sets of 128-bit long keys with nb =6 under four different temperatures of 25, 35, 45 and 55 ◦C.
To ensure all devices to reach specified temperature, devices are placed in side the temperature chamber for 30
minutes after each temperature adjustment.
Fig. 12(b) illustrates the success rate of authentication attempts with respect to different temperature. At a 25
to 45 ◦C, the success rate for legitimate devices remains above 90% with average bit agreement rate greater than
91% for all nb . However, as the controlled temperature reaches 55◦C, the success rate significantly decreases to
under 85% for all nb . Specifically, the when nb =10, the success rate reduces to 59%. This is due to MCU’s internal
oscillator’s drift, causing the ADC to intermittently generate samples reading 0. The result of the passive attack
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with controlled temperature is illustrated in Fig. 12(c). At 25◦C, the malicious device can achieve average of 60%
of the trusted key by attempting to authenticate itself with nearby power line. As the temperature increases, the
oscillator’s drift on malicious devices hinders its performance, dropping the average agreement rate to 59.2%.
Compared to previous attacks leveraging time and noise source, passive attack under room temperature exhibits
higher bit agreement rate of up to 78% with mean of 61.3% due to a exact timestamp of the key extraction
synchronizing with legitimate devices.

4.6

Distance

Ideally, the authenticated electrical domain should be limited to a certain space within the user’s trust domain
such as a home or office with physical access restrictions. Therefore, its crucial that superimposed noise signal
is spatially unique, as a function of distance between two authenticating devices. To validate this, we set four
VoltKey devices to authenticate with a single access point under varying distance within a realistic laboratory
setting. As illustrated in Fig. 13(a), five devices (A, B, C, D and E) are drawing the power from five different
wall outlets at increasing distance. The power line attached to the outlet is clearly visible around the room as
illustrated by the black line. However, to experiment with even further distance, we extended device D and E
further from the outlet with extension cords, resulting in non-equivalently increasing distance from 1 m up to
24.8 m, between (A-B, A-C, A-D and A-E) device pairs. The lab environment is under regular daily usage with
electronic appliances such as smoke absorber, heat gun, personal computers and soldering stations. Similar to
previous experiments, each device pair attempts to authenticate itself with Device A, periodically regenerating
keys every five minutes for three consecutive days, resulting in total of 864 sets of keys.
Fig. 13(a) illustrates the bit agreement rate against the distance before performing key reconciliation. As the
distance between the two authenticating distance increases, the bit agreement rate decreases. Specifically, when
the two authenticating devices are in close proximity of 1 m apart, the bit agreement rate for of 128-bit long keys
with nb =6,8 and 10 are 95, 94.7 and 94.5% respectively. On the other hand, when the distance increases up to 24.8 m
apart, the bit agreement rate gradually decreases up to 93.1, 92.7 and 92.3% for all nb . This indicates that at some
point, there will be a distance that will decrease the agreement rate so that two authenticating device will not be
able to reconcile the bit differences. As Fig. 13(b) illustrates, the success rate, which is the rate of authentication
trial that resulted in perfectly matching key after key reconciliation stage, decreases with distance. In specific, for
devices that are located 1 m apart, the success rate exhibits 88.1% with nb =6. As distance between the devices are
gradually increases to 24.8 m, the success rate significantly decreases down to 80%. In this experiment, we find that
there is a trade-off between the amount of entropy, nb , and the amount of bit agreement we could achieve among
nearby VoltKey devices in the authenticated electrical domain. The consequence of this observation is that if we
want to extract more number of bits within single noise period,—which is good for encryption strength—we have
to sacrifice the bit agreement. Additionally, as the distance between authenticating devices increases, noise in
the power line is translated into different bit sequences, which proves spatial uniqueness property of our key
generation algorithm. Furthermore, to illustrate the effectiveness of VoltKey under varying sampling frequency,
Fig. 13(c) shows the sample count per period that is exchanged between devices. Although the sampling rate
of the MCU is set at identical fixed frequency in software, the high sampling rate and imperfections of each
internal oscillator resulted in devices sampling at higher or lower frequencies compared to the programmed
rate. Although sampling rate varies significantly with among authenticating devices, thanks to the sampling rate
matching procedure, high bit agreement rate is maintained.

4.7

Realistic Deployment

To verify the overall effectiveness of VoltKey under realistic deployment scenarios, we set four devices within
regular daily environment to measure the success rate and the bit agreement rate of each devices. We also simulate
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Fig. 13. Distance experiment (a) Location and distance between various VoltKey devices (not to scale). The power-line is
visible around the surrounding wall of the lab. The electrical distance from Devices A to B, C, D and E is 1, 1.5, 12.8 and
24.8 m respectively. (b) Bit agreement rate of devices in respect to distance between authenticating devices. (c) SPS of five
different devices. (d) Success rate of devices in respect to distance between authenticating devices.

an attack scenario by placing a single VoltKey unit in the next room, outside the authenticated electrical domain,
continually attempting to authenticate itself with the legitimate device. This adversarial device simulates a passive
attack, periodically trying to authenticate itself using the voltage readings from the nearby room within wireless
range. We conduct two separate experiments in a typical one bedroom apartment and in office environment.
Fig. 14(a) illustrates our two deployment environments. In the one bedroom apartment scenario, a single device is
connected in the bedroom and three other devices are connected at various outlets spread around the living room.
The adversarial device is located outside the apartment constantly drawing power from an outlet located on the
apartment hallway. In the office environment, four trusted devices are spread around the room surrounded by
personal computers and various household electronics such as refrigerators and microwaves. A single adversarial
device is located in the lab two rooms down the hall1 . Significant loads that are constantly being power cycled
in the course of daily usage are marked in addition to multiple VoltKey devices and associated outlets. Four
VoltKey devices (B, C, D, and E) are set to periodically authenticate themselves with Device A every 10 minutes
through course of six consecutive days. To increase the resulting success rate, each device at every key generation
cycle (10 minutes) is allowed a maximum of five attempts. The bit agreement for different devices before key
reconciliation using differnet nb is illustrated in Fig.14(b). For Device B, C and D, located in the one bedroom
apartment, the bit agreement with nb = 6 exhibit 94.1%,93.5% and 93.8%, respectively. As nb increases to up
to 10, devices experience slightly lower agreement rate due to higher number of harvested bits under single
noise period. On the other hand, bit agreement rate for device deployed in office environment exhibit higher rate
1 The

adversary is two rooms over because we didn’t have access to the adjacent room.
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Fig. 14. (a) Floor plans of the one bedroom apartment and office (not to scale). VoltKey devices are connected to different
wall outlets to periodically authenticate themselves with Device A. (b) Bit agreement rate of devices with different nb before
key reconciliation.

compared to that of one bedroom apartment, and achieve 96.2%, 97% and 96.1% for Device B, C and D, respectively.
As nb increases to up to 10, devices does not experience significant lower agreement rate. This is due to greater
number of switching activities of electronic appliances in the apartment leading to higher fluctuation on the
voltage signal, leading to inaccurate bit agreement.
Fig.15 illustrates success rate of each device under different Hamming codes and nb values. Compared to
Hamming(7,4) error correction code, Hamming(3,1) achieves higher error correction capability due to higher rate
of overhead bit (66%), resulting in higher overall success rate. Specifically, in one bedroom environment with
nb =6, the success rate of single trial attempt is 55%, 49% and 52% for Devices B, C and D respectively. As devices
are allowed up to five authentication attempt, the success rate increases up to 90.9%, 87.4% and 99.1%. Device B,
which is the closest to device A compared to other devices, achieves highest success rate as expected. On the
other hand, Device C, located in the bedroom, achieves lowest success rate with 87% success rate due to long
electrical distance between two devices. When the overhead bit ratio decreases to (43%), the success rate of a
single trial attempt is 43%, 35% and 37% whereas allowing five attempts resulted in 90%, 87.3% and 88% for device
B, C and D respectively.
VoltKey deployed in the office environment exhibits higher success rate due to higher bit agreement rate.
For nb =6, three devices under Hamming(3,1) reconciliation show over 80% success rate at single trial. As the
trial attempt increase to up to five, devices exhibit success rate of 99.8%, 100% and 99.7% for Devices B, C and D
respectively. With usage of Hamming(7,4) protocol, authentication was more selective, but with five attempts,
devices achieve 99.3%, 99.3% and 99.1% for Devices B, C and D. As the number of harvested bits from a single
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Fig. 15. Successful authentication rate with multiple trials of authentication on apartment and office environment.

noise period increases to 10, the success rate still remains relatively high for all devices with rate of 98.6%, 99.3%
and 98.8%. Overall, VoltKey shows its effectiveness in both office and in home environment with success rate of
over 90% for all devices.
The results of the passive attack in the apartment and office with nb =6 are illustrated in Fig. 13.(a) and (b)
respectively. Because the apartment environment is more selective in authenticating devices with higher context
separation, the malicious device with voltage readings from outside the unit is only able to guess on average 50.9%
of the key with using Hamming(7,4) error correction based reconciliation. Moreover, utilizing Hamming(3,1)
reconciliation results in similar mean bit agreement rate of 51.1%. However, the maximum bit agreement rate
that can be achieved with malicious device is much higher using Hamming(3,1), with rate of 85.9%. In the office
environment where context separation is lower, the malicious device can exhibit higher a mean agreement rate
than that of one bedroom apartment. Specifically, mean agreement rate of 57.4% and 54.3% is successfully guessed
using Hamming(3,1) and Hamming(7,4) respectively. Furthermore, with Hamming(3,1), the adversary is able
to achieve highest rate of 88.2%. Overall, out of all passive attempts, none of the malicious devices under any
environment successfully to authenticates itself with a measured voltage signal from outside of the authenticated
electrical domain within trusted Wi-Fi range which demonstrates VoltKey’s security against various malicious
attacks.

5

DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated that VoltKey is practical in a variety of electrical environments. Key generation in all the
environments we studied is reliable enough that IoT devices can use VoltKey to authenticate to an access point
with no involvement from the user. We have also shown that it is possible to implement VoltKey on low-cost
hardware that can conveniently communicate with its host (either an IoT device or a WiFi access point) through
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Fig. 16. (a) CDF of bit agreement rate for passive attack (nb =6) on (a) one bedroom apartment and (b) office.

a standard USB interface. In this section, we discuss practical challenges and concerns for deploying VoltKey en
masse in more detail.

5.1

Duration of Pairing

The duration of the pairing is directly proportional to the nb and the type of Hamming(n,k) being used for
reconciliation stage. Based on our experimental data from using Hamming(3,1) error correction code, adversarial
devices are able to guess a maximum of 85.9% and 88.2% of correct bits in the key after reconciliation in apartment
and office environments respectively. Consequently, from an adversary’s point of view, the resulting entropy of
VoltKey is only 0.14 and 0.11 bits. According to [21], the minimum entropy for an authentication token is 20 bits
and 128 bits for cryptographic key. Considering Hamming(n,k) error correction code loses n − k bits for every n
bits in entropy, VoltKey needs to extract minimum of 60 bits and 384 bits with Hamming(3,1) to be used for an
authentication tokens and cryptographic keys, respectively. Additionally, considering maximum
loss
 60 entropy

from the adversary, in the one bedroom apartment environment we studied, to obtain 60 bits, 0.14
= 429 bits
need to be extracted and for the office environment, and 546 bits are needed. Accordingly, with nb = 6, it takes
429
measurement to pair in the one bedroom apartment and office,
60·6 = 0.119 s and 0.151 s worth of voltage signal
 384 
respectively. To be used as cryptographic key, 0.14 = 2743 bits and 3491 bits are required which results in 0.762
s and 0.970 s worth of voltage signal for home and office deployments. Overall, even under the circumstances of
allowing multiple authentication iterations and considering computation time of MCUs, pairing time does not
require significant amount of time.

5.2

Key Randomness

In order to validate the randomness of the harvested bits, we applied a statistical test suite provided by National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to the 850,000-bit long bitstream generated by VoltKey [25]. The
test results are presented in Table.1. Out of total 15 tests, our generated bit stream passed 6 tests with p-value
greater than the threshold (generally 0.01 or 0.05). If the test does not meet the threshold for a specific test,
the randomness hypothesis is rejected, and the bit stream is presumed to have too much structure to serve as
a cryptographic key. In order to be understood as a true random number source, the total p-value should be
uniformly distributed across the range [0, 1]. Therefore, further investigation is needed in order for VoltKey to
be considered a truly random bit source.
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Table 1. NIST test results.

NIST Test

p-value

Frequency
Block frequency
Cumulative sums
Rank
Non overlapping template
Linear complexity

0.7399
0.1223
0.5341
0.3504
0.3505
0.7399
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Fig. 17. Bit agreement rate of bit sequences generated by two colocated VoltKey devices with respect to different sampling
rate.

5.3

Pairing Radius

In our experiments, we found that the the reliability of key reconciliation for devices inside the authenticated
electrical domain varied by environment. We imagine that, depending on the deployment scenario, users may
want to adjust the permissiveness of key reconciliation to control the dimensions of the authenticated electrical
domain. The most obvious technique is to modify the Hamming code used during key reconciliation. More
permissive codes—those that allow authentication from bit sequences with higher error rates—would result in
larger authenticated electrical domains at the expense of diminished security. Through extensive experiments
with VoltKey, working with Hamming (7,4) and Hamming (3,1), the practical authentication radius is one or two
rooms. Furthermore, since circuit breakers behave as low-pass filters, they will not conduct the broadband noise
on the voltage waveform that we use to generate keys. This is good if you want to reject malicious users that are
likely to be separated from the legitimate network by multiple circuit breakers, but further approach might be
necessary when trying to authenticate two nearby devices that happen to be powered by two different breakers.

5.4

Minimum Sampling Rate

Because we are using the ADC on a low-cost MCU to sample the voltage signal, the sampling rate directly affects
the bit agreement rate before key reconciliation. The higher the sampling rate, the more precise its measured
voltage signal, and the more accurate the bit extraction between two devices. However, after a certain accuracy
threshold, bit agreement rate will reach its upper limit. To investigate minimum sampling rate with 12-bit
resolution ADC that can lead to high bit agreement rate, we downsample the measured signal from 80 kSPS to
5 kSPS to find out minimum sampling rate required to maintain high bit agreement rate. Fig. 17 illustrates bit
agreement rate between pair of generated keys from two coloacted (less than 10 cm apart) VoltKey devices
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with respect to downsampled frequency. At 82 kSPS, the bit agreement is maintained at 99.2% bit agreement rate.
This suggests that the sampling frequency above 82 KSPS will not significantly increase overall success rate of
VoltKey. Starting at 60 kSPS, the bit agreement rate falls to below 90%. Therefore, to maintain bit agreement
rate above 90% before key reconciliation, the minimum lower bound sampling frequency should be kept above
around 60 kSPS.

6

RELATED WORK

To mitigate usability challenges, context based pairing or authentication among mobile and IoT devices has
actively been studied, leveraging different context information to establish a secure communication channel or
keys using various on-board sensors. For body area networks of wearable devices, context information such as
ECG (heartbeat data), EMG (produced by skeletal muscles) and skin vibration has been used to generate keys
between low-cost wearable devices and implantable medical devices [1, 17, 24, 31, 32]. By harvesting random
keys extracted from the variations in heart beats measured by ECG, [17] is able to authenticate medical devices
only when they are in direct physical contact with the human body using low-cost piezo sensors. In the mobile
domain, several prior works have leveraged accelerometer readings to authenticate between user’s trusted mobile
devices [2, 3, 19]. The authors demonstrate that simultaneous shaking motion of two devices generates unique
accelerometer readings that cannot easily be mimicked by an adversary at a close distance. However, the shaking
process significantly degrades user experience and poses impractical challenge when applied to the stationary
devices in the IoT domain. This impracticality led other prior works to focus on using readily available contexts
of a stationary devices such as audio, humidity, luminosity, and visual channels [20, 21, 26–28]. Schürmann
and Sigg [27] propose to use microphone to capture audio sample to extract a secret key based on differences
between energy on adjacent frequency bands. However, due to the large amount of entropy extraction in a
small time interval, time synchronization between devices using commercial-off-the-shelf IoT devices has been
identified as a possible drawback in their approach. Their technique also requires authenticating devices to be
within audio range of one another, which is not usually the case for a network of IoT devices spread among
several rooms. While zero-interaction pairing scheme using longitudinal audio and luminosity data does not
require exact temporal alignment of measured data, visual, luminosity and audio channels impose an additional
hardware burden (i.e., camera, microphone and luminosity sensors) that might not be available in low-cost or
small devices [20].
A similar approach is taken with RF-signals to prove co-presence of multiple devices by relying on the received
strength signal indicator (RSSI) value or physical layer features of the radio environment [7, 13, 15, 30]. Moreover,
ProxiMate utilizes any radio technology to extract a secret key based on small scale temporal variations in the
perceived wireless signal [18]. However, limitations of these works include small pairing radius (less than 1 m)
that may pose severe challenge during large scale deployment scenario. Additionally, RSSI is very susceptible
to malicious attacks in that it can be predictable by distant adversary with access to trusted device’s exact
location [18]. In contrast, VoltKey is a first novel approach to leverage superimposed noise on the power line to
generate keys with relatively low-cost hardware that can be attachable to any existing IoT device with a USB
interface to solve usability and practical challenges of previous pairing or authentication schemes.

7

CONCLUSION

We presented VoltKey, an unobtrusive and transparent key generation method based on spatiotemporally unique
noise patterns in commercial power line. Because VoltKey involves no human effort during key establishment,
VoltKey-enabled devices can autonomously and periodically update network authentication key, significantly
reducing attack window and increasing usability in case of key leakage. We devised techniques to address
practical challenges in implementing VoltKey on low-cost IoT devices, and implemented and evaluated a hardware
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prototype. In our experiments, a high bit agreement rate over 95% is achieved even before key reconciliation, thanks
to the precise sampling rate estimation and matching techniques. Under various realistic deployment scenarios
in home, laboratory, and office environments, VoltKey successfully authenticated over 90% of trusted pairs of
devices within reasonable authentication trial. It is also shown that VoltKey successfully rejects adversarial
devices in different attack scenarios leveraging various temperature, time, dominant electrical noise, and access
to nearby locations. Attached on ubiquitously available USB chargers and power supplies, VoltKey will allow
multiple heterogeneous IoT devices to pair with and authenticate each other securely and seamlessly.
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